KINDERGARTEN TO SECOND GRADE


KINDERGARTEN TO FIFTH GRADE


THIRD TO FIFTH GRADE


Stand as Tall as the Trees: How an Amazonian Community Protected the Rain Forest. Patricia Gualinga, Laura Resaur; illustrated by Vanessa Jaramillo. 40pp. ISBN 9781623542368. Charlesbridge. 3-5


Top Story (Front Desk #5). Kelly Yang. 304pp. ISBN 9781338858396. Scholastic. 3-5


When the Stars Came Home. Brittany Luby; illustrated by Natasha Donovan. 40pp. ISBN 9780316592499. Little, Brown Books for Young Readers. 3-5
THIRD TO EIGHTH GRADE

An American Story. Kwame Alexander; illustrated by Dare Coulter. 56pp. ISBN 9780316473125. Little, Brown Books for Young Readers. 3-5, 6-8

The Beautiful Something Else. Ash Van Otterloo. 288pp. ISBN 9781338843224. Scholastic. 3-5, 6-8

Calling the Moon: 16 Period Stories from BIPOC Authors. Aida Salazar and Yamile Saied Méndez. 368pp. ISBN 9781536216349. Candlewick Press. 3-5, 6-8


Good Different. Meg Eden Kuyatt. 288pp. ISBN 978133881605. Scholastic. 3-5, 6-8

History Smashers: Christopher Columbus and the Taino People. Kate Messner and Jose Barreiro; illustrated by Falynn Koch. 224pp. ISBN 9780593564264. Random House Books for Young Readers / Random House Children’s Books. 3-5, 6-8

Last Flight. Kristen Mai Giang; illustrated by Dow Phumiruk. 48pp. ISBN 9781646140862. Levine Querido. 3-5, 6-8


Voices of the People. Joseph Bruchac; illustrated by Various Indigenous Artists. 96pp. ISBN 9781478875161. Reycraft Books. 3-5, 6-8


SIXTH TO EIGHTH GRADE

Hope Against Hope. Sheena Wilkinson. 240pp. ISBN 9781912417421. Little Island Books. 6-8


The Lost Year. Katherine Marsh. 320pp. ISBN 9781250313607. Roaring Brook Press / Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group. 6-8


This Indian Kid: A Native American Memoir. Eddie Chuculate. 240pp. ISBN 9781338802085. Scholastic. 6-8


SIXTH TO TWELFTH GRADE


Family Style. Thien Pham. 240pp. ISBN 9781250809728. First Second / Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group. 6-8, 9-12


NINTH TO TWELFTH GRADE

All You Have To Do. Autumn Allen. 432pp. ISBN 9780593619049. Kokila / Penguin Young Readers. 9-12


This is a non-annotated version of the 2024 Notable Social Studies Trade Books list brought to you by the Children’s Book Council and the National Council for the Social Studies. The annotated list will be published by NCSS in the May-June 2024 issue of Social Education, and include illustrations and connections to the National Standards for Social Studies.